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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date: Unknown in Publisher: Donghua
University Press List Price: 20.00 yuan Author: Publisher: Donghua University Press ISBN:
9787566900517 Page: Revision: Binding: Folio: Published :2012 -6-1 printing Time: Words: Item ID:
22846991 Description Bao Weijun Zhang Fenfen ed tailoring Practical Handbook - sleeve type
articles is a clothing sleeves cropped books. The book is divided into six chapters. starting from the
draw sleeves basic template. a detailed analysis of the five categories sleeve structure. elaborated
the principle of sleeves styling and profiling nearly 180 models of sleeve-type. so that readers in a
relatively short period of time to master sleeveless sleeves a round fitted sleeves. two round fitted
sleeves with fitted sleeves. dress sleeve sleeve-type structure design principles. drafting methods.
and in practice. giving top priority to be applied flexibly. Tailoring Practical Manual - sleeves
articles illustrated. easier to understand and self-learning. and at the same time both informative.
practical and informative. readers learn appreciation available for fashion design. cutting
production. can also be used as a training apparel professionals textbooks. universities clothing
extracurricular students with reference books....
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Reviews
The ebook is simple in go through safer to understand. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in an
exceptionally basic way in fact it is only soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually altered me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Ms. Kellie O'Hara I
It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda Koelpin
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